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ABSTRACT 
For an n-by-m matrix A = (aij), n < m, we show that the smallest singular value 
of A is bounded below by 
min 
l<iin 
This improves upon two known lower bounds without increasing information require- 
ments or complexity of calculation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (akj) be an n-by-m complex matrix throughout. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that n Q m. The singular values of A are the 
eigenvalues of (AA*)li2 and are denoted 
q(A) >, u2( A) > . . . > u,,(A) > 0. 
See [l, 21 for a good review of the theory about singular values. 
The singular values constitute a very important set of numbers associated 
with the matrix A, and, in particular, the smallest singular value, o,(A), 
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plays a special role. In case m = n, it indicates not only whether or not A is 
nonsingular, but also how far (in the spectral norm) from the singular 
matrices A is. It is also a key ingredient in the spectral condition number 
al( A)/u,( A), which is important in assessing numerical calculations involv- 
ing A. In general, for n Q m, u,,(A) indicates how far from the rank deficient 
matrices A lies. Thus, simple lower bounds for the smallest singular value are 
of interest. 
2. PRIOR RESULTS 
Two lower bounds based simply on the entries of A are known [3, 41. Let 
rk(A) = iY lakil 
j=l ” 
j#k 
and 
Ck(A)= iit lajkl 
j=l 
j#k 
Then, adapted to our setting, the result of [4] is 
THEOREM V. For an n-by-m complex matrix A = (akj), n < m, satisfy- 
ing lakkl > rk(A), ck(A), k = l,..., n, we have 
dAb [( lp_[[lakkl-rk(A)I)( l~~~~[lakkl-ck(A)I)]1’2. 
. . . . 
The relevant result j%m [3] is 
THEOREM Q. For an n-by-m complex matrix A = (akj), n Q m, we have 
dA)a l~~~l:[[lakkl-max{li,(A),ck(A)}l. 
. . 
Implicitly, Theorem Q requires row and column dominance (just as 
Theorem V does explicitly) in order to make a nontrivial statement, and the 
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earlier result, Theorem V, is actually stronger, as Theorem Q can be seen to 
use the minimum of 2n numbers of which Theorem V uses the geometric 
mean of two. Thus, the lower bound of Theorem V is always at least as great 
as that of Theorem Q. (Strictly speaking, the result of [3] is not as good as we 
have stated, as it carries the sum for rk(A) through j = m > n. It turns out 
that entries in columns beyond n are extraneous and only make the lower 
bound smaller. Also, the bound of [4] is only stated for the case m = n.) 
3. NEW RESULTS 
Our purpose here is to make a series of observations that result in better 
bounds than Theorem V or Q. The last of these is at least as simple, as well as 
giving a larger lower bound. We first suppose that A is square (m = n). 
Denote the Hermitian part of A by 
H(A) =+(A+ A*). 
THEOREM 1. For an n-by-n complex matrix A = (akj), we have 
u,,(A)>, min {Reukk-rk(H(A))}. 
l<k<fl 
Proof. Let a(A)= miniGkg,,{Reakk- r,(H(A))}, and note that 
B=A-a(A B+B* is (weakly) row diagonally dominant. Since 
theorem is trivially true if a(A) < 0, we assume that a(A) > 0. NOW, 
for 
the 
A = Z3 + a( A)Z, 
and the singular values of A are the (nonnegative) 
eigenvalues of 
square roots of the 
AA* = a(A)‘Z + a(A)[B + B*] + RR*. 
Since B + B* is Hermitian, has nonnegative diagonal entries, and is diago- 
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nally dominant, it, and thus CY( A)[ B + B*], is positive semidefinite, as is BB*. 
It follows that A,,(AA*) > a(A)‘, or u,(A) >, a(A), as was to be shown. n 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that an n-by-n complex matrix A = ( akj), has 
nonzero diagonal entries, and let D = diag{ eiel,. . . , e”‘n}, in which e”k is 
defined by eiekakk = Iakkl, k = 1,. . . , n. We then have 
Proof. Note that since D is unitary, the singular values of DA are the 
same as those of A, and apply Theorem 1 to the matrix DA. n 
THEOREM 3. For an n-by-m complex matrix A = (akj), n G m, we have 
s(A)> l~~:n{lakkl-~[Tk(A)+c~(A)I}. . \ 
Proof. A standard partitioned-matrix calculation reveals that we may 
assume without loss of generality that m = n. Then, in order to apply 
Theorem 2, we need only note that i [ rk( A) + ck( A)] >, rk( H( DA)) by the 
triangle inequality. Thus, the desired lower bound is no larger than that in 
Theorem 2. n 
4. RELATION TO PRIOR RESULTS 
As the smallest eigenvalue of H(A) is a lower bound for the smallest of 
the real parts of the eigenvalues of A, it has long been clear (for m = n) from 
Gersgorin’s theorem that o(A) > 0 implies that A is nonsingular. However, it 
seems not to be well known that a(A) is actually a lower bound for the 
smallest singular value of A. Equality may be attained in this bound for 
(Y > 0; for that it is necessary and sufficient that the B in the proof of 
Theorem 1 be singular. 
The simple lower bound given in Theorem 3, which is already weaker 
than the bound of Theorem 2, is uniformly better than the bounds of 
Theorem V (and thus Theorem Q also), which are based upon the same 
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information and are no more easily computed. This may be seen as follows: 
= ,~~~~{~l~,,l-rkcA,l~l~~kl-~L~~~1~1’2 . . 
6 min ~<,<~f{~l~kkl-r,~~~1+~l~~,l-~~~~~1} . . 
The first quantity is the bound of Theorem V, and the last is the (larger) 
bound of our Theorem 3. The first inequality is due to restricting the 
minimization (rows and columns are considered independently in Theorem 
V, but are linked in Theorem 3) and the second is the arithmetic-geometric- 
mean inequality. In many cases the difference between Theorem 3 and 
Theorems V or Q (or the refinements in [3]) can be striking. 
EUMPLE. Let 
A= 1 1 
[ 1 0 1’ 
The smallest singular value u,(A) is then (6 - 1)/2 = 0.618. Theorem 3 
gives 1 - 0.5 = 0.5 as a lower bound for u,(A), while Theorem V, as well as 
Theorem Q (and the refinements using scaling etc. in [3]), gives the trivial 
lower bound of 0 for u,(A). 
It should also be noted that Theorems V and Q have the strong require- 
ment of strict row and column diagonal dominance in A before they give a 
nontrivial lower bound for u,(A). It is possible, on the other hand, for even 
Theorem 3 to give a nontrivial bound when A is neither row nor column 
dominant. As Theorem 2 allows the advantage of much cancellation inside 
the absolute values, it can give nontrivial bounds in situations far from 
dominance. For example, if A = Z + S, in which S is a “large” skew-symmet- 
ric matrix, Theorem 3 yields u,,(A) > 1, although it may be that the diagonal 
entry is dominant in no row or column. 
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5. REMARKS 
(a) Since the singular values of A are the same as those of Al’ for any 
m-by-m permutation matrix P, two simple observations should be made. If 
n -C m, Theorem 2 or 3 could be applied to any selection of n columns of A. 
Of course, some selections of columns might provide better estimates than 
others. If m = n, some “diagonal” of A other than the main diagonal might 
be exploited via Theorem 2 or 3 to give better estimates. 
03) We have given an elementary direct proof of Theorem 1. It could also 
be proven by combining the classical Gersgorin theorem with the result of 
Problem 15, p. 454 of [l], which notes that the kth largest eigenvalue of 
H(A) is no more than the kth largest singular value of A. 
(c) Of course, for m = n, a bound such as that of Theorem 3 may be 
combined with any upper-bound information about the largest singular value 
al(A) to obtain an upper bound for the spectral condition number of A. One 
of the simplest such bounds is 
in which ]]].()]r denotes the maximum absolute column sum (norm) and ]]j.]]lm 
denotes the maximum absolute row sum (norm). From Theorem 3, for 
example, we then have for m = n 
A)= 
(d) There are other lower bounds for u,(A). For example, the bound of 
[S] is based upon additional information, is much more difficult to compute, 
and is not in general comparable to the bound exhibited here. 
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